
Statistical data and reports
Find here the links to statistical information. Please read  for more information.processing reports

Link Content Remarks Formats

statistics.
wmda.info Donor/CBU counts per ION (Pool)

Typing percentages
Date last file
Accreditation status ( Please note the accredation status refers to the listing organisation, and not to the 
accredation status of the affiliated organisations. For specific information of the accredation status of the 
affeliated organisations, you should should consult the  page.Database

Updated once a 
day, after export

Columns are 
sortable

xls, csv

https://statistic
s.wmda.info
/rawstats.txt

Raw database counts, Listing organisation IONS and POOL only Unformatted, 
updated every 
hour

txt

https://statistic
s.wmda.info
/totals.php

Totals of donors, cords, and countries JSON

https://statistic
s.wmda.info
/spark/

Trend analysis for donor/cbu counts.

Shows the trend of the number of donors for last 30 days

Delta's are between first and last entry

You may hover over the image to see the period.

(note : as of jan 2019 we have restarted the counts)

Up to 30 
datapoints per 
ion

png, json

https://statistic
s.wmda.info
/density/

(please note that rendering is done in the browser, which may be slow)

Heatmap of the percentage of data elements that actually contain data.

The column headers are dates.

You may filter on

Population (Donor/CBU)
Fieldtypes (show any field, only donor fields, only CBU fields, or only those avaliable in both types of records)

You may choose different formats / color codings.

You may switch between % or absolute values.

You may download the raw dataset.

These data are generated based on the FULL dataset, so not per registry.

Measured per 
week, for the 
last 90 days.

csv

There is an  (dot20 only) available.archived version of the previous data
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